[Interhemispheric motor asymmetry of conditioned feedback].
The interhemispheric asymmetry and lateralization of motor functions, as applied to backward conditioning, was studied in two dogs that afterwards turned to be a right-hander and a left-hander. In the process of food-procuring instrumental conditioning it was revealed that one of the dogs predominantly used the right paw (with the dominance of the left hemisphere) and the second animal used the left paw (the right brain hemisphere dominated). The earliest signs of lateralization of the motor functions were observed in the backward conditioned connections (which had been formed earlier than the direct connections or direct conditioned reflexes). Consequently, the presence and sign of asymmetry can be predicted on the basis of manifestation of the backward connections observed at the early stages of acquisition of food-procuring behavior. The backward connections are strictly specific and have the same lateralization as the direct ones.